2nd Annual Barn Dance

Kick up your heels under the Harvest Moon to celebrate Wisconsin farms, food and rural heritage!

Old-fashioned harvest celebration and barn dance in a restored, 160-year-old barn on a fifth-generation, grass-based dairy farm that crafts its milk into artisanal cheeses.

Tickets in advance and at the door, while supplies last.

$50/person • $85/couple • $20/student

For tickets contact Jim Kettler:
920-304-1919 or jim@lnrp.org

- Music by King Comets, a lively swing band
- Harvest appetizer buffet and bar of locally grown fare and drinks
- Jerry Apps, Wisconsin author, storyteller and historian, briefly reading from and signing his book “Barns of Wisconsin”
- Wisconsin Rural Art Show and Sale featuring work by Water’s Edge Artists
- Door Prizes • Displays

Hosted by and proceeds benefit Partnering for Progress: Celebrating Rural Communities, a collaboration of these four organizations that work to conserve farmland and natural resources, support beginning and continuing farmers, and sustain vibrant, rural communities to improve rural life in Wisconsin.